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1. Introduction 

 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is an up and coming field of machine learning, enabling 

computers to accomplish many amazing feats. Machine learning can enable a computer to “learn” 

by “feeding” it data points, allowing it to create models to analyse a problem. AI is the intelligence 

demonstrated by a machine that is programmed by man to learn and study information, as well as 

successfully carry out actions that can help make work easier. This project will be focusing on 

image recognition, ranging from detection of objects to recognition of faces. Facial recognition is 

already all around us: many of us use it to unlock our phones, but it can also be used in other 

aspects to make our daily life more efficient. 

 

The Huawei Atlas 200 Developer Kit (DK) is a new development board for AI created by 

Chinese technology company Huawei. Powered by the HiSilicon Ascend 310 processor, it 

facilitates quick development and verification. The Atlas 200 AI accelerator module, Atlas 200 

interface, and various external ports allows for easy access to its processing capabilities. Its 

applications include safe cities, programming for drones, robots and video servers, smart security 

gates, and intelligence surveillance, making it a good tool for this project. 
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2. Objectives & Rationale 

 

The world has been developing technology at a rapid rate. With the incoming 5G era, our 

school would need to keep with the times and start reaping the benefits of advanced technology. 

This project aims to encourage this through applying AI in the school context. The desired outcome 

is the creation of prototypes that provide ideas for the uses of AI in our school compound. The first 

objective is to successfully set up the Huawei Atlas 200 DK and Mind Studio AI development 

software. The second and third objectives are to create a facial recognition and Chinese character 

recognition prototype. Huawei provides a whole host of applications, but these specific programs 

were chosen as they did not require any other external sensors, actuators, or devices besides a 

Raspberry Pi Camera for image processing. These objectives will aid our rationale of transitioning 

into a smart school. 

 

 

 

3. Literature Review 

 

The Huawei Atlas 200 DK has been used in a wide range of fields, including but not limited 

to face detection, facial recognition, vehicle detection, human detection, Ascend camera, general 

classification networks, and faster R-CNN object detection. Face detection only identifies where 

a face is in an image, whereas facial recognition not only identifies where the face is, but also 

analyses who it is with a varying degree of accuracy. Vehicle detection can predict vehicles and 

their attributes in video frames, identifying brand, colour, and license plate, with applications in 

unmanned driving, safe cities, and traffic peccancy detection. Human detection identifies human 

body characteristics like gender, age, clothing colour, and wearing decorations, with applications 
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in human tracking, human flow statistics collection, and crowd anomaly monitoring. This would 

be extremely viable for contact tracing purposes in the current global pandemic. The Ascend 

camera has the common features of a camera, with additional features such as taking a single frame 

and saving it as a jpg file, as well as saving the video file and displaying it on a website or media 

player. The General Classification network allows the user to set console parameters such as the 

receiving model path, image path, and resize extent while the network model would perform 

inference on input images in sequence where the top inference results will be printed on the 

console. R-CNN object detection refers to Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks. It is an 

algorithm that takes different regions of interest from an image and classifies the presence of the 

object. This is helpful in object detection. This project aims to focus on the image recognition 

aspects, especially with facial recognition, and create effective prototypes with the aid of resources 

from Huawei. 

 

4. Study & Methodology 

 

This project was done by finding out how others implement the Atlas 200 DK through 

comprehensive research, experimenting with the Huawei Atlas 200 DK by setting up and 

debugging it, and learning from the applications. The Huawei Atlas 200 DK is a rather new 

developer kit introduced to the market, so finding resources on it may be harder than modules that 

are more established and reputable. Hence, to find a good solution and application for this project, 

looking into what others have tried was essential before delving into anything too ambitious. In 

order to better understand what it can do and also what it can be used for, the documentation of 

the developer kit was thoroughly read. 
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5. Outcomes & Analysis 

 

The objectives of this project were unable to be completely fulfilled due to various factors 

including the limitations brought about by COVID-19. As such, the focus of this project has been 

adapted to emphasise on the learning process of the hardware and software aspects of the Huawei 

Atlas 200 DK and facial recognition. 

 

 

 

This is the laptop that was borrowed from the school, which hosts the Ubuntu server. The open-

source nature allows easy modification of code. The board is connected to the Ubuntu server where 

the Mind Studio development tool is deployed to enable applications developed by Huawei in 

Mind Studio to be automatically deployed and run on the Huawei Atlas 200 DK. 
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The first step is the assembly of the different components provided in the kit. Upon removing the 

cover, the disk, various pins and ports that made up the board could be seen. The setup involves 

connecting the Raspberry Pi Camera to the right port via the Flat Flexible Cable (FFC) and 

supporting it with a stand. 

 

 

 

The diagram above shows the essential components that have been studied as part of the learning 

process. The power supply port is connected to a wall plug while the USB-C port and Ethernet 

port connect the Atlas 200 DK to the laptop hosting the Ubuntu server where Mind Studio runs 

on. The SD card is for memory storage and the MIPI-CSI is to be connected to the camera. 
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 For the software aspect, the aim is to gain insights into the programs and provide analysis 

for them. 
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The screenshots above show samples of the Ubuntu console, the Huawei website that provides 

documentation for the Atlas 200 DK, and the interface of Mind Studio respectively, which were 

part of the process for setting up of the software. 

 

 

sample-facedetection folder 

 

This is the folder for face detection that was downloaded from the Huawei website. It contains 

many types of file extensions with various programming languages that Mind Studio helps to 

integrate.  
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src folder 

 

 

presenterserver folder 

 

The source folder contains the programs coded in C++ as the AI algorithms use it to decrease 

compilation time and improve efficiency. On the other hand, in the presenterserver folder, Python 

is used for servers and web interfaces. The source codes for the styling in CSS and web 

functionality in JavaScript were also found. 
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Snippets of code from face_detection_inference.cpp 
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Specific portions of an important program, face_detection_inference.cpp was analysed to 

strengthen the understanding of facial recognition. This program deals with the interpretation of 

data. In the first snippet above, the usage of graphs is indicated, which supports our prior 

knowledge that facial recognition works through mapping the facial features with nodes and edges. 

The second snippet above showcases the idea of AI in facial recognition. The graph is likely 

translated into numerical data vectors, which can be compared with existing datasets to determine 

similarity between faces and output a percentage. 

 

 

Face_detection_post_process.cpp 

 

 This program deals with the output after the interpretation of data. The program checks 

the validity of the results with the comparison of calculated percentage similarity. 
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web.py 
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 The snippets above show the web interface for the presenter server coded in Python, which 

uses classes and methods. 

 

 

Desired outcome of the presenter server 

 

6. Implications & Recommendations 

 

Our group could have improved the communication which was especially essential during 

this critical period. In the future, the facial recognition and Chinese character recognition 

prototypes could be fully implemented. 

 

7. Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, although the initial objectives of this project were unable to be achieved, the 

learning outcomes have still been substantial. Through analysis and research of the constituents of 

the hardware and software, alongside experimentation, our group gained firsthand experience 

using the Atlas 200 DK and Mind Studio, as well as deeper understanding and insights into the 

inner workings of facial recognition. 
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